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In a land of mountains and desert lies a

jewel of a city.  It is called Sana'aÿ

capital of the Yemen Arab Republic.

i0 CU's OF BUILDINGS Sana'a's buildings, like others in Yemen,

are unique.  Elegant and multi-storied,

with white-washed tracery outlining stained-

glass windows, they have come to be regarded

as an architectural treasure, the world's

first skyscrapers.
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23 STREET SCENES But there is another side to Sÿla'aÿ and it

threatens to destroy this city of sand.

More peopleÿ more carsÿ more pollution 0..

dustÿ noiseÿ vibration - the pressures of

modern-day life are taxing the city°

36 SOUK Commerce and family life have always had a

home in this historic old city.  But the

choking dust and unsanitary streets are

taking their to].lÿ and people are abandoning

the central heart in greater and greater

numbers.

49 COLLAPSED BUILDINGS Sometimes they have no choice. What has

survived the centuries is now in a few

short years falling victim to twentieth

century life.  It will take planningÿ

imagination and funds to preseÿwe Sana'a

as a livingÿ breathing city.   It will not

be easy.

65 PALACE EXTERIOR Buildings like this former palace are lovely

to look at.  To live Jn them is another

story.  People want more practical spaceÿ

an easierÿplace to eleanÿ more bathroomsÿ

fewer stairs.  A difficult combination for
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io8 STUDENTS  HANDING  OUT
PAMPHLETS TO DRIVERS

They are distributing pamphlets to driversÿ

asking them to get their mufflers adjusted.

126 DRIVER  LOOKING  AT
PAMPHLET - DRIVING
OFF

The traffic noise in Bangkok is made almost unbearableÿ

by the large number of motor bikes and three=wheeled

taxicabs on the roads°

134 BOY HOLDING
DECIBEL METER

The decibel count sometimes gets well into the

aheÿthy range°   But the fact that the coming

generation is concerned is a good sign for the

future°
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